
A SECRET EMERGING
Whether it’s a medical or cosmetic condition, women suffering from stretched and lax vulval tissue are 
looking for an answer to their problem. The loss of strength and tone in the tissue, as well as the surrounding 
muscles – whether from childbirth, genetics, trauma, age or loss of weight – can result in both physical and 
emotional pain. 

As the idea of labial correction becomes more accepted, and procedures are more accessible, intimate 
cosmetic treatments are more in demand, and are swiftly becoming some of the most requested aesthetic 
treatments. According to the UK's Daily Mail, labiaplasty surgery has now become the 3rd most popular 
procedure in Britain, and it is increasingly requested in the US.

ReVive – A NON-INVASIVE SOLUTION WITH CORE™ TECHNOLOGY
ReVive by Viora provides non-invasive treatments of the labia majora and minora. A fast, painless solution, 
with no downtime, ReVive treatments are an attractive alternative for customers who are searching searching 
for a viable alternative to surgical procedures.

Because ReVive offers patients an effective solution without the inherent risks of an operation, it's a much 
more attractive proposition in the eyes of patients. In addition, ReVive treatments take less time and can be 
performed at a fraction of the expense of surgery, while delivering excellent clinical results.

Viora's CORE™ technology features three distinct RF frequency channels and an additional fourth channel, 
which combines all three RF frequencies in one mode. With multiple RF frequencies, CORETM provides superior 
treatment control, precision targeting, a broader dermal effect, and higher energy absorption, ensuring 
optimized clinical results.
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HOW ReVive WORKS
With CORE™ technology, ReVive can precisely heat the underlying network of 
collagen and elastin fibers and increase metabolic rate of subcutaneous tissue. 
This results in collagen remodeling due to heat and mechanical stretch, as the 
collagen shrinks and the rigid collagen’s cross-links are broken, thereby restoring 
the skin’s flexibility and thickening the dermis.

Using Viora's V-ST Handpiece, with an integrated TEC skin cooling mechanism, 
ReVive treatments protect the epidermal layer and ensure maximum comfort 
for your patients.

Now you can offer your patients a non-invasive, effective solution to what may 
be an unseen, but severely felt problem. ReVive by Viora gives you the possibility 
to shape lives.

"We recognize this can be an emotional and challenging condition for a woman. Being able to offer a non-
invasive, effective solution to tighten lax tissue to those not wanting surgery allows us to help everyone 
in need." - Dr. Steven A. Foley, Comprehensive Women's Care of Colorado Springs, CO 
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BOOST YOUR REVENUE WITH ReVive
ReVive treatments are performed with Viroa’s ReVive tip. ReVive tip is a disposable, 
hygienic, dedicated solution for Intimate treatments, and opens up a new potential 
for revenue stream by giving you the opportunity to offer a consumable add-on 
for ReVive treatments.


